
Episodes:  The initial video or animation segment sets the stage with a dark, graphic novel-

style theme. Episodes could be subtitled in the each market’s native language.

GENUINE THRILLER

Software licensing and piracy are not very exciting topics. What if we could incorporate them into an intriguing plotline 
that would both entertain viewers and inform them of the importance of genuine software and proper licensing? 

A teaser campaign would direct viewers to the first installment of what will become a multi-episode adventure story:

A sales executive goes into an important client meeting in Japan. As he pulls up his presentation, he finds it corrupted, along 
with all of his sales figures and projections. Back at their headquarters in Texas, files are missing from the servers, and email 
systems are bogged down with viruses. In their Paris office, computers are crashing left and right. Things are beginning to spiral 
out of control. How could this be happening?

Further episodes would follow this company as they attempt to stabilize their systems, restore their credibility, and deter-
mine who is responsible for causing this catastrophe. While it may come down to a single IT worker that decided to save 
his budget by using pirated software and skimping on licenses, you come to understand that employees at all levels were 
responsible – either by behaving improperly, or just not having an understanding of licensing and copyright laws.

While Microsoft would never be officially inserted into the plotline, the materials surrounding the story would link to Mi-
crosoft licensing and piracy resources. Customers would be able to use this information to solve the mysteries presented 
in the plotlines, as well as make sure their businesses do not suffer a similar fate.

This narrative format helps us engage customers and change their perceptions over time. As the story builds, so does 
awareness of issues surrounding licensing and piracy. Customers at all organizational levels learn the value of knowing 
– knowing the rules in place concerning licensing and intellectual property, and knowing exactly what activities are going 
on within their organization.

KEY ELEMENTS:

Teaser Campaign: Emails, DM, magazine ads, online advertising, PR, and other guerilla efforts will lead custom-

ers to start following this serial drama. At the main website, they can also register to receive emails whenever 

the next episode in the series is available.

Episodes: After the initial video segment setting the stage, further episodes could be in the form of online ani-

mation, graphic novel-style segments, fake blogs with postings revealing clues, and online games that expand 

the story.

Website: This site will house or link to all of the episodes and plot elements as they are released. It will also 

include links to Microsoft piracy and licensing resources, including compliancy checklists, downloadable 

diagnostic software, upgrades and patches available only to licensed users, and instructions on how to “true 

up” your company.

Worldwide Templates: This “thriller” theme would be carried through all of the worldwide templates. It 

would both encourage customers to try and solve the mystery, as well as serve as a vehicle for promoting 

genuine software and compliance policies.
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